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An important question in language processing is whether higher- level processes are able
to interact directly with lower- level processes, as assumed by interactive models such as the

TRACE model of speech perception. This issue is addressed in the present study by examining whether putative
interlevel
phenomena can trigger the operation of
intraleve!
processes at lower levels. The intralevel process involved the perceptual compensation for the
coarticulatory influences of one speech sound on another. TRACE predicts that this compensation can be triggered by illusory phonemes which are perceived as a result of top-

down, lexical influences. In Experiment 1 , we confirm this prediction. Experiments 2 to 4
replicate this finding and fail to support several potential alternative explanations of the
results of Experiment 1. The basic finding that intralevel phenomena can be triggered by
interlevel processes argues against the view that aspects of speech perception are encapsulated in a module impervious to influences from higher levels. Instead , it supports a central
premise of interactive models, in which basic aspects of perceptual processing are subject to
influences from higher levels. (f) 1988 Academic Press, Inc.

How far down into the mechanisms of

considerable overlap in the predictions

perception do higher- level contextual influences reach? There has been considerable

debate on this issue and the more general

made by the two accounts. Many of the
phenomena which have been cited as evidence for either the autonomous or interac-

question of the degree to which cognitive

tive theories are in fact

processes interact with one another. Some
theorists (e. , Fodor , 1983) have proposed

compatible with
both.
In this paper we consider the question as

that processing is essentially modular in

it arises in the perception of speech.

nature , and that the notable feature of cognition is the autonomy of mental faculties.

describe a technique which we believe provides a rigorous test of the existence of true
top- down interactions in processing. The
technique is applied here to the domain of

This is the

autonomous

or

modular

view.

Others have argued that the flow of information is rather freer , and that top- down
are pos-

speech perception, but we believe it can
also be used in other areas where these

view. The issue

issues arise. Using this technique, we find

as well as bottom-up interactions
sible. This is the

interactive

is a difficult one to decide , because there is

that higher-
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basic to speech perception. These findings

level contextual factors can
trigger compensatory processes that are
demonstrate that a more direct effect of
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higher- level knowledge on perception is
possible than has been thought.
EVIDENCE FOR INTERACTIONS

The degree to which cognitive processes
are modular has been an issue of great in-

terest and controversy. At first glance, the

case for interactions, and , in particular
top- down effects , might seem to be rather
strong. Marslen- Wilson , Tyler , and their
colleagues (Marslen- Wilson & Tyler , 1980;
Marslen- Wilson & Welsh , 1978) have

shown that language comprehension appears to involve the simultaneous processing of information at the semantic

syntactic , and phonological levels (at
least). Furthermore , this processing seems
to be not only parallel but interactive; that

is, processing at each level appears to influence , and be influenced by, processing at
other levels (cf. Rumelhart , 1977). The result is that many tasks, such as error detec-

output available to higher- level

processes
but that the latter do not affect the operation of the former (e. g., Forster , 1979; Tanenhaus , Carlson
Seidenberg, 1984).
this view , lower- level processes would ex-

tract cues to the identity of speech sounds
from the acoustic signal. This part of the
mechanism is sensitive to local acoustic
contextual influences but not to higher-

level contextual factors , such as whether a
sequence of phonemes forms a word or is
consistent with the more global context. A
second stage would take the output of the
first stage and combine this output with
higher- level factors , such as knowledge of
what phonemes make a word , to make decisions about the identity of phonemes.
There are several ways in which the autonomous model can explain the effects
that would seem to argue for freer interachas proposed that the
output of the lower- level processes may be
tions. Norris (1982)

tion and shadowing, are accomplished quite detailed. If the early stages of promore quickly when information from these
various levels is simultaneously available

(Cole , 1973; Cole & Jakimik ,
Cole, Jakimik ,

& Cooper ,

1978, 1980;

enough output that later stages can make

Warren

the correct interpretation (based on information which is available to them , but not
to the lower stages). Thus , for example, the
lexical bias on phoneme identification dis-

1978).

and Sherman (1974) have demonstrated

that lexical information appears to play an
active role in the perception of phonemes;
they obtain a " phoneme restoration " effect

in which obliterated phonemes are perceived as being present ,

ambiguous
input , they simply need to provide a rich
cessing are unable to resolve

when the context

is a lexical item. Ganong (1980) has shown
that the perceptual boundary between

covered by Ganong (1980) would be explained as the effect of a postperceptual response strategy which results in responses
that are more consistent with lexical items.
Another account of how some apparent

phonemes can be shifted as a function of top- down interactions can arise in a
lexical context; thus, a sound acoustically strictly bottom-up model is suggested by
midway between (g) and (k) is perceived as Fodor (1983) and by Forster (1981). It is
a (k) in the context" - iss, " but as a (g) in plausible that frequent sequences of events
the context " ift." Other evidence sup- would result in stronger intramodule assoporting the interactionist position on lexical ciations for these sequences. Thus, freprocessing has been presented by Morton quent sequences of words or frequent se(1969), Grosjean (1980), and others (see quences of phonemes might facilitate filling
also Samuel , 1986 , and McClelland & in of degraded or missing input; but the
Elman , 1986 , for extensive considerations filling in would arise from intramodule dyof additional literature).
. On the other hand, it has been claimed

that processing is actually autonomous and

that bottom-up processes make their

namics and not from higher- level information.

It is thus difficult to know whether , in a
effects of context are

given instance, the
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due to intralevel dynamics or to higherlevel postperceptual adjustments or to true
top- down interactions. What would such a

tion evolves through time , as activations
change in the course of processing.
Activations of units are continuously up-

test involve?

first describe a model of speech perception
we have developed , called the TRACE

dated in TRACE , based on activations of
units that project to them. When a unit'
activation exceeds a threshold value , it excites or inhibits other units in a way which

model (Elman & McClelland , 1986;

reflects the mutual consistency or inconsis-

McClelland & Elman, 1986). This model
holds that there are interactions between

tency of the concepts represented by each
unit. Influences are bidirectional; feature

the syntactic/semantic level of processing

units excite units for the

and the lexicon and between the lexicon

contain them, and phoneme units excite
units for the features they contain. Simi-

In order to answer that question ,

let us

and phonetic analysis , with information
flowing in both directions between adjacent
levels. TRACE accounts for a large body of
empirical data. For current purposes, however , we want to describe how the model
suggests a method for addressing the issue
of interactions between levels. In so doing,
TRACE not only provides an account for

existing data , but it also serves

as the

driving force for new empirical findings.
THE TRACE MODEL OF SPEECH
PERCEPTION

The TRACE model is based on an inter-

phonemes that

larly, phoneme units excite units for the
words that contain them , and word units
excite units for the phonemes they contain.
There are also inhibitory connections between mutually incompatible units on the

same level. Thus , units for different
phonemes in the Same time slice are mutually inhibitory, as are units for different

words that span overlapping ranges of time
slices (here the extent of inhibition is proportional to the degree of overlap).
The activations of units are determined
by a simple two- part activation function.

active-activation model of processing The first part consists of adding together all
(McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981; Rumel-

of the inputs to the unit ,

hart & McClelland , 1981). Processing

called its

carried out in a network consisting a large
number of interconnected elements called
units. Different classes of units represent

acoustic/phonetic features , phonemes , and
words. At the feature level , there is a unit
for each feature at each of a large number

to obtain what is

This net input is then
used to update the activation of the unit. If
the net input is positive (excitatory), it
tends to increase the activation of the unit;
if it is inhibitory, it tends to decrease the
net input.

unit's activation. The activation function is

terance. At the phoneme level , there is a
unit for each phoneme in each time slice.
At the word level , there is a unit for each

approximately linear near the middle of its
range , but is nonlinear at the extremes , so
that activations of units receiving strongly
excitatory input level off below the maximum activation of 1. , and activations of

word , starting in each time slice.
Each unit has an activation value which

level off above the minimum activation

of time slices relative to the onset of an ut-

is taken to be translatable into an estimate
of the strength of the hypothesis that the

concept the unit represents is present in the
signal in the time slice or slices that the unit
covers. Thus, the pattern of activation over

the units in the network is the system s representation of the content of the utterance
it is currently processing. This representa-

units receiving strongly inhibitory input

which is set at a value slightly below the
unit' s threshold.
Context Effects in TRACE

Let us consider for a moment how the
TRACE model accounts for context effects
on phoneme identification , since the details
of this process will be relevant when we
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consider how one might test the assump-

tion that influences really do feed back
down from higher levels within the speechprocessing system. For concreteness, con-

input continues to unfold , detectors for
other phonemes become activated. As
phoneme level activations build up, the active phonemes begin to excite units at the
word level. At first , all words beginning
with /b/ and /p/ receive equal excitation; as

sider the identification of an ambiguous
segment , providing equal bottom up input
/rg/ so that the the /ll in the input becomes active words
plug.
beginning in Ibl/ and /pl/ begin to dominate
Figure 1 illustrates simulated activations
Ibr/
of units at the phoneme and word levels at and /pr/ (including " blood
blush
several points in this process. The input is
plug, " and " plum ) begin to win out , as
assumed to unfold in time, with features of is illustrated in the second panel of the
the ambiguous segment arriving first. This figure. When the final /g/ becomes active at
input activates feature level units , which in the phoneme level (third panel), /prg/ wins
turn provide bottom-up input to phoneme out over the others because it receives the
units in the corresponding time slices. The most bottom-up support. Up to this point
greatest amount of excitation is received by both the /b/ and the /p/ have been receiving
units for /b/ and /p/, so the activations
top- down activation from the active units
both units begin to build up. By the time that contain them at the word level , but as
the /1/ in the input is coming in (first panel /prg/ gradually establishes its dominance at
of the figure) these two phonemes have the word level , it supports the /p/ at the
reached an activation of about 0. , and are phoneme level and inhibits all other word
beginning to excite units at the word level
units, thereby removing the top- down
though none have exceeded threshold (ac- support for the /b/. The result is eventual
tivation of 0) at this point. As the speech dominance of /p/ over /b/ (final panel of the
to

Ib/

and a /p/, followed by

whole input is between

blug

and

other words, then those beginning in

0.45+

0;=

r::

IRm
I~

0.4

g 1

r::
..c:

Il.

ill

I~

FIG.

!. The time course of the build up of strength of the /p/ response based on activations of

phoneme units in Slice 12 , in processing an ambiguous /b/-/p/ segment followed by Irg/ (as in " plug
and the same segment followed
irS?
(as in " blush" ). The ambiguous segment is indicated by the "
Also shown is the build up of response strength for an unambiguous /p/ segment in /pl' g/. The vertical
line topped with " ?" indicates the point in processing corresponding to the center of the initial segment in the input stream. Successive vertical lines indicate centers of successive phonemes. (From
The TRACE model of Speech Perception , by J. L. McClelland & J. L. Elman , 1986 Cognitive Psychology,
18, 1- 86. Reprinted by permission.
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figure). The effect is not terribly dramatic
in this case, in large part because the context does not come in until after the ambig-

uous segment; and the effect does not become apparent until after the final phoneme
has been heard.

Like other models , TRACE does require
a readout process to translate activations of

units into overt responses. TRACE' s assumptions about the readout process are
shared with the interactive activation
model , and derive ultimately from the
choice model of Luce (1959; see McClelland & Elman, 1986 ,

for more details). For

present purposes, it is sufficient to note
that the readout assumptions of TRACE
and the interactive-activation model allow
the models to approximate the quantitative
predictions of models in which information

from lexical and featural inputs is inte-
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after the phoneme , but even when the context comes before, it can take a while for
the effects of this context to percolate up to
the word level and back down ' again (see
McClelland , 1987).
With these two points in mind , we can
evaluate two different sorts of evidence

that have been offered for assessing
whether an effect is truly top- down or not.

One of these is based on signal detection
theory (SDT; Green and Swets, 1966).
Within the context of signal detection

theory, one may ask , does context affect
(d' or does it simply bias resensitivity

sponses in one direction or another

without altering the inherent perceptibility
of speech sounds? At first glance , it would

seem that if context only influences

bias

that is , the r3 parameter of SDT , then con-

bring out two features of its operation that
are relevant to the issue of testing the

text is simply operating at a response selection or decision stage. It is true that r3 can
be affected by influences operating on the
process of deciding what overt response to
make based on the results of perceptual
processes. However , it should be noted
that in TRACE , the top- down effects we
. have been examining show up primarily in
the bias measure , rather than in
even

claim , inherent in the model , that there is

though they operate within the processing

grated in a postperceptual decision mecha-

nism of the kind described by Massaro
(1979, 1988).

We have examined this example in some
detail , not only to give the reader a sense of
the course of events in TRACE , but also to

feedback from the word level to the system itself , before the response stage.
phoneme level. These features are as The reason is that an active word unit
follows: (1) Top- down input influences

unit. Thus activation from the word level is
treated as just another source of excitatory
input , indistinguishable from bottom-up

simply adds its contribution to the net input
of a phoneme unit that it supports. The effect is a true top- down effect , in that context is influencing the very same detectors
that are influenced by bottom-up input , in
a way that is indistinguishable from the
way in which perceptual input influences

input in kind. (2) The top- down informa-

these detectors. Yet the result does not or-

tion process influences the activation of a
phoneme unit takes time. This is particu-

but simply pushes the subject along the

processing by combining additively with
bottom-up input in determining the total
or what is often called the

net

input to the

larly true when the context that determines
the identity of the initial phoneme comes
I The correspondence to Massaro s model is not
exact. It can be quite close in idealized cases- indeed
the mathematical formulations are closely related-

but interactions among units between and within
levels tend to distort the ideal somewhat.

dinarily involve any change in sensitivity,

likelihood dimension in the direction of
choosing the contextually appropriate response.
Based on the foregoing, it should be apparent that it is completely consistent with

the assumptions of the TRACE model that
contextual cues combine with bottom-up
cues to phoneme identity in just the same
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way that bottom-up cues combine with
1979, 1988). Essentially, each cue can be seen as contributing
to the tqtal number of votes for one candidate response or another. In some models,
such as Massaro , these votes are comeach other (Massaro,

bined in a decision process that reads out
the results of processing. In TRACE , they

are combined within the processing mechanism itself. Indeed , it is possible to view
TRACE and related interactive models as
incorporating into the internal workings of

at the beginning of a word, as in our I?rg/
example above , did not show a context ef-

fect; that is, they did not show a bias in
favor of the phoneme that makes a word in
the context. A context effect occurred only
when subjects were not forced to respond
under time pressure. On the basis of these
findings, Fox argued that the effect was a
late , postperceptual one. We have already
seen , however , that in TRACE , the effect

the perceptual mechanism the fundamental

can be slow to develop, without being any
different in kind from the initial bottom-up
activation process. Of course, this view

decisional processes described by Massaro

predicts that context effects will operate

and others.

more quickly for word- final than word- initial ambiguities , and though Fox s experiment has not been repeated exactly for this
case, this prediction has been confirmed in
a slightly different paradigm (Marslen-

Thus far we have seen that TRACE is
consistent with evidence that lexical context often operates like other cues to

phoneme identity, producing an effect
which can show up as a bias effect in a
signal detection analysis. However, this
leaves us no better off than we were before

taken in support of models in which the ef-

since it indicates that one cannot use the
effect to argue against an

fects of context operate on decision mechanisms does not in fact constitute evidence

absence of a

d'

Wilson ,

1980).

We see , then , that previous

evidence

that is inconsistent with the TRACE

interactive position.

Another line of argument that has been
effects in

model. In fact , these previous experiments
underscore what we take to be a positive
feature of TRACE and other interactive

phoneme perception is the fact that they

models; these models embed the informa-

offered in support of a postperceptual ,

sponse-stage view of context

re-

often take time to build up. Fox (1982) tion integration processes traditionally
demonstrated that subjects who were taken as the hallmark of postperceptual deforced to respond within 500 ms of the
cision mechanisms into the perceptual maonset of an ambiguous phoneme occurring
2 For completeness we note that there are circum-

stances in which context does produce sensitivity effects; the word superiority effect (Reicher, 1969) is a
case in point , and Samuel (1981 , 1986) has explored
cases of sensitivity effects in speech perception. A
discussion of the conditions under which these effects
occur , and how they may be accounted for in interac-

tive-activation models , is beyond the scope of the
present paper (but see McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981
for a full account for the Reicher effect in the interactive-activation model of visual word processing). Suffice it to say that sensitivity effects cannot be taken as
unambiguous evidence of top- down effects. For examples of models that account for sensitivity effects of
context on letter identification in the Reicher task
without invoking feedback from higher levels to lower
levels, see Johnston and McClelland (1980), and
Thompson and Massaro (1973).

chinery itself. However , we are still left
without a definitive test that distinguishes
the interactive models from accounts in
which context effects arise in a postperceptual decision mechanism operating on the
outputs of a strictly bottom-up perceptual
processing system.

However , there is one more aspect of
TRACE which we have not yet mentioned
that provides a basis for finding just such a

test. This is the mechanism that TRACE
uses to deal with coarticulatory influences

in speech. We first describe the coarticulatory influences

, and the mechanism

TRACE provides to accommodate them.
Then we consider how these influences can
be used to test TRACE' s assumption that

COGNITIVE PENETRATION OF PERCEPTUAL MECHANISMS
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higher levels to indeed feed activation back
to lower levels.

nearby velar and , perhaps , alveolar stops
forward , causing them to have higher

Compensation for Coarticulation
Coarticulatory influences in speech result from vocal tract dynamics and are a

ments (Repp & Mann , 1980).
Listeners compensate for these effects

major source of variability in the speech

spectra than in other phonetic environ-

by adjusting the boundary between pho-

signal. It is well known that listeners compensate perceptually for the coarticulatory

netic categories which are distinguished by
the frequency distribution of acoustic energy (Mann & Repp, 1981; Repp & Mann

influences of one phoneme on the production-and hence the acoustic realization-

strated in the following way. It is possible

1981). This compensation can be demon-

of its neighbors (Repp & Liberman , 1984).
Indeed , adjustment to such coarticulatory
influences is thought to be among the most

Ig/ , by progressively lowering the distribu-

essential tasks of the early stages of pro-

tion of acoustic energy contained in the

cessing in speech perception (Fowler , 1985;
Liberman , Cooper , Shankweiler, & Studdert- Kennedy, 1967).

One example of this is the effect of the
phonemes Isl and Isl on the pronunciation
and perception of neighboring stop conso-

nants, particularly Id/ ,

It/, Ig/ , and Ik/.
There are two sorts of coarticulatory effects. First , the phoneme Is/ , the " sh"
sound in
ship,
is produced with a rounding
of the lips , which causes an elongation of
the vocal tract that may persist through
neighboring phonemes. Thus in saying
foolish dancer " the rounding of the lips
extends from the Isl into the following Idl
and lre/, thereby coloring the sound that is
produced in pronouncing these phonemes.
In contrast , the phoneme Isl is produced by
retracting the lips , thereby shortening the
vocal tract; this retraction may persist into
neighboring phonemes as well. Thus the Idl

in " fearless dancer is produced with a
shorter vocal tract than the Idl in " foolish
dancer. " The effect of this on the acoustic
properties of the Idl is to shift the distribution of acoustic energy into a lower energy
range when the Idl follows Is/ , compared
with when it follows Is/. A second factor is
that Isl has an alveolar place of articulation
whereas IS! is a palatal sound. As a conse-

quence ,

the front cavity is shorter in the

case of Isl than Isl and its spectrum is
higher. The pronunciation of the alveolar

Is/ may pull the place of articulation of

to construct a

sequence of sounds that

ranges from a It I to a Ik/, or from a Idl to a

noise burst which occurs on release of the
consonant. This sequence of stimuli forms
a graded continuum of sounds , and there is
a boundary between the two percepts. The
compensation for the coarticulatory influence of the Isl on the following phoneme
takes the form of a shift in the perceptual
boundary between the It I and Ikl sounds , as

illustrated in Fig. 2. The figure shows that a
sound that is ambiguous between It I and Ik/
will be identified as a It I more often when
following a Is/ , but as a Ikl more often when
following a Is/.
In TRACE, we have assumed that these
coarticulatory influences occur in the basic

perceptual mechanisms that identify

the

phonemes of speech. This assumption is

quite generally shared. Such influences are
1.00
8. 0.
II)

~ 0.

0.70

after ' SH'

'" 0.
as 0.
'" 0.

:;; 0.

11.

= 0.
E 0.
I/) 0.

Stimuli

FIG. 2. Effects of a preceding fricative on identifi-

cation of stimuli which range perceptually from /t/ to
/k/. The graph at the left shows responses when the
stimuli are preceded by Is/; the graph at the right
shows responses when the stimuli are preceded by Is/.
(Figure adapted from Fig. 1 of Mann & Repp, 1981).
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ubiquitous, and it has been suggested that
one of the essential functions of the appa-

top- down processing to have indirect effects on lower levels which suggests a way

ratus used for the perception of speech is to
factor out the contextual influences and re-

to answer the question: Are top- down effects real or only apparent? The logic is to
test for the presence of a top- down effect
not by seeing whether a higher level can

cover the underlying phonetic code
(Fowler, 1985; Liberman et aI., 1967).

The TRACE model accounts for these
effects by allowing active phoneme units to
modulate the connections between the fea-

ture level and phoneme level in adjacent
time slices in just such a way as to compensate for their coarticulatory influences.
That is , to account for the specific effect
mentioned above ,

the units for Isl and Isl

would modify the strength of the connec-

tions between the feature units that feed
into the phoneme units for Idl and Ig/ , as
well as It I and Ik/ , in earlier time slices to

alter an overt decision about a lower level,
but , rather, by seeing whether the higher

level can actually reach into the lower level
and affect some intralevel process- in this
case , compensation for coarticulation.

The following two simulations from
TRACE illustrate the model' s prediction
that such effects will occur.

In

the first sim-

ulation , the model was given mock-speech
stimuli consisting of the word " abolish" or

progress

" followed by one of seven

sounds which formed a continuum from an

effect that Isl

unambiguous Igl at one extreme to an un-

and Isl had on the stops. These modulatory
connections provide the model with a pow-

ambiguous Idl at the other. The model located a perceptual boundary roughly in the
middle; however , the precise location of
this boundary varied depending on whether
the preceding input was " abolish" or
progress. " The boundary was shifted in

undo "

the coarticulatory

erful tool for adjusting perception in accord
with context , and improve its performance
relative to the case when the connections
are disabled , as we have demonstrated in
applications of the model to the perception

of real speech (Elman

& McClelland

1986).

In the past , we have studied the behavior
of TRACE by always testing the model
under conditions where the compensation
for co articulation was triggered by the unambiguous presence of some phoneme

which was known to have coarticulatory
effects on adjacent sounds. However, in
TRACE , phonemes receive input not only

from the acoustic/phonetic level , but also
from word units. Thus it is possible that activations at the phoneme level might trigger

accordance with TRACE' s

compensatory

mechanism, as shown in Fig. 3a. In

the

second simulation, similar inputs were presented; however , the final fricative from
both context words (the (s) in " abolish"
and the (s) in " progress ) was deleted and
replaced in both cases with an input which
was exactly half-way between the two

sounds. As can be seen in Fig. 3b, essentially the same boundary shift occurs. This
is because the lexical information in the

context word causes the model to perceive
the ambiguous fricative in the appropriate
way, so that the compensatory process

compensation for coarticulation whether
they are purely determined by bottom-up
input from the feature level or by top-

occurs even though the bottom-up input

up influences.

present. The reason for this in the simula-

has not specified the triggering phoneme.

It is important to note that the effect is
down influences from the word to the weaker for perceptually restored phonemes
phoneme level in addition to these bottom- than it is for phonemes that are actually
Triggering Inter/evel Effects via

Intraleve! Influences
It is this possibility

within TRACE for

tion is that both Isl and Isl are partially acti-

vated when the input is ambiguous due to
the balanced bottom - up support for each
phoneme; the top- down effect strengthens
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Q) 1.00

co articulatory

g 0.
g. 0.

~ 0.

at a decision stage at which outputs of the

after PROGRESS

perceptual mechanisms are interpreted,
and do not feed back their results into the
mechanisms responsible for coarticulatory
compensation , we should not see coarticulatory compensation for phonemes whose

Q) 0.

~ 0.

I: 0.

0 0.

identity is determined by lexical influences.
The critical point is that the task makes it

/f. 0.

possible to decouple the effect of a top-

Stimuli

down interaction from the diagnostic used
to detect it. In previous tests of top- down
effects , lexical interactions have been mea-

1.00

I: 0.
a. 0.

Q) 0.

after PROGRE?

sured through subjects ' responses in-

. 0.

~ 0.
.:s:.

~ 0.

~ 0.
Q) 0.

Q) 0.
D.. 0.

Stimuli
FIG. 3. Results of a computer simulation of the

TRACE model. In a ,

the model identified sounds

preceded either by " abolish" (left
curve) or " progress " (right curve). In b , the model
identified the same stimuli as shown in a; however , the
final sound of the preceding the context word was reranging from

compensation. On the other

hand , if these lexical influences come only

~ 0.

Q)
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to

k,

placed by a sound intermediate between Isl and Isl
(represented as "

the activation of the contextually appro-

priate phoneme over the other ,

but this

does not eliminate the activation of the
other entirely. Compensation for coarticulation is graded in the model (see Elman
and McClelland , 1986 , for details), and so
there is greater compensation when lexical

and acoustic information are consistent.
. In the following series of experiments we
report the results of our test of the model's
predictions. As with the simulations ,

the
strategy was to test the status of the apparent top- down interaction by seeing
whether it can trigger a second process
which operates wholly within the lower

volving the target words themselves or
. phonemes contained within them. These
responses might reflect either perceptual or
postperceptual decisions , and so do not
provide reliable evidence for the interaction. In the experiments reported here , the
test of lexical interaction did not require a
response involving the lexical item itself.
Instead , the test was to see whether the
lexical item could trigger a perceptual effect in an adjacent word. Because the response involved an unrelated word , and
because the effect (compensation for coarticulation) is uncontroversially perceptual
we believe the test rules out a postperceptual decision interpretation. This was the
logic for the following set of experiments.
EXPERIMENT 1

We had two goals for Experiment
First, we wanted to replicate the phenomenon initially reported by Mann and Repp
(1981), namely, that listeners perceptually

compensate for the coarticulatory effect of
Isl or Isl on a following sound. Second , we
wanted to see whether the same effect
could be obtained ,

but with stimuli in

perceptual mechanisms that interpret

which the identity of the Isl of Isl was determined by lexical influences. Accordingly, we constructed stimulus pairs in
which a context word (e.
Spanish" or
ridiculous ) was presented either intact
or with its final sound replaced by the same

speech sounds, then they ought to induce

intermediate sound, which was chosen to

(phoneme) level. If these lexical influences
actually feed back information to the basic
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be perceptually intermediate between Isl
and Is/. From the TRACE model, we predicted that the word-final fricative in the

final sounds of these context words were

context word would bias the perception of

placement sounds were constructed sepa-

a subsequent ambiguous It/-/kl or Id/-/gl
discrimination , whether the identity of that

fricative were determined either by lexical
and acoustic influences (in the intact condition) or by lexical influences

alone (in the

replaced condition).

rately for each of the three continua by dig-

itally excising the final Isl and Isl from the
original naturally produced tokens. These
sounds were modified with a computer program to create a continuum of sounds

ranging from Isl to Is/; then a

Method
Stimuli.

replaced by sounds that were perceptually
intermediate between Isl and Is/. These re-

We began by preparing three

sets of target stimuli for the It/-/k/ or Id/-/gl
discriminations. One set of stimuli varied
perceptually from " tapes " to " capes, " another varied from " dates " to " gates " and
a third from " deer " to " gear. " The continua were created by first carrying out an
acoustic analysis of naturally produced
tokens of " tapes,
capes
dates,
gates,
deer, " and " gear. " A computer

program was used to edit these tokens in
order to produce seven stimuli which

separate

group of subjects was asked to identify the
sounds. That sound which was closest to
being identified as Isl 50% of the time was
chosen as the replacement sound, to be

used in place of the final sound from both
of the context words used with each of the
target continua.

Thus , instead of hearing, for example,
" or " copious
(d/g)ates " subjects in the replaced condition heard " EngliX (d/g)ates " or " copiouX
(d/g)ates " in which
both
the final sound of
the context word (here shown with an X)
and the initial sound of " dates gates

English (d/g)ates

varied in equal acoustic increments from It I

were ambiguous.

to Ikl and Idl to Ig/. The parameters which
were manipulated were (a) the frequency

subjects were used in the experiment, with

Procedure.

Three separate groups of 1 0

and amplitude of the noise burst following
release of the stop consonant: (b) the onset
frequency and trajectory of formant transi-

each group of subjects being tested on

tions; (c) the formant transition durations;

the intact and the replaced versions of the
experiment , with order of condition coun-

and (d) the voice onset time of the stops

since this is known to covary with place of
articulation. It is important to note that the
step size- both acoustic and perceptualbetween stimuli was deliberately made
small. Even the first and last stimuli in each
continuum were not unambiguous exem-

plars of their categories. In each case , each
of the seven stimuli could be

preceded ei-

target stimuli from a different target continuum. Each subject participated in both

terbalanced across subjects. In a given

condition , a particular subject heard

of the seven stimuli

each
on the target con-

tinuum 20 times , 10 times with one or the

two context strings (e.

English" or

EngliX" ) and 10 times with the other
(e.
copious
copiouX" The
target words followed the context words
" or

ther by an intact or by an altered version of without any intervening pause, as though
a context word. For the intact conditions, they had been pronounced together.
the stimuli on the " tapes
capes " conAt the beginning of the experiment , subtinuum were preceded by " Christmas " or jects were told that they would hear a sefoolish" ; the " dates " gates stimuli quence of word pairs , and that they should
were preceded by " copious " or " En- try to identify the initial sound of the
glish" ; and the " dear
gear stimuli second word. Responses were indicated by
were preceded by " Spanish" or " ridicu- pressing the appropriate key on the keylous. " For the replaced conditions , the board. The alternatives allowed were re-
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stricted to the two endpoints of the appropriate continuum , either /t/ or /k/, or /d/ or
/g/, as appropriate. Subjects were told that

c::

the first sound of the second word

g. 0.

was

often not pronounced clearly, and that they
should do their best to indicate which of

the two alternatives it sounded most like,
even if they felt they were guessing. A re-

~ 0.
c::

sponse was required on every trial. The in-

terval between trials was approximately 4
s. The instructions also indicated to the
subjects that none of the word pairs made
sense, and that they should not try to think

Stimuli
1.00

en 0.

of them as sensible phrases. The word pairs

c::

were described simply as pairs of unrelated

~ 0.

words.
Before beginning the experiment proper

01 0.

each subject received a sequence of prac-

tice trials with a different continuum than
that used for the experiment proper for that
subject. Following this practice , each sub-

trials from either the
intact or replaced condition; the other condition was run in a second session, on the
next day or shortly thereafter.

00.
"- 0.

after ENGLISH

Q) 0.

~ 0.
c::

Q) 0.

Qj 0.
a. 0.

ject received the 140

Subjects.

Thirty undergraduates at the

University of California, San Diego, served
as subjects. All were native speakers of English with no known speech or hearing disorders.

Results
Our analysis of the results looks first to
see if a reliable context effect occurred in
each of the two conditions. Following this

we consider the relative size of the context
effect in the intact and replaced conditions
and check for possible order effects.

The results for the intact conditions of
Experiment 1 are shown separately for
each target continuum in Fig. 4. Each panel
of the figure displays two labeling functions. In one case, the percentage of /k/ (or
/g/) responses is shown when the target
stimuli were preceded by a word ending in

Is/; in the second case, the target stimuli

were preceded by Is/. As expected,

the

curves rise from left to right , reflecting the
fact that the target stimuli vary along a /t/-

Stimuli
1.00

en 0.
c::

&. 0.

after RIDICULOUS

~ 0.
01 0.

Q) 0.
(\! 0.

~ 0.
e 0.
a. 0.

Stimuli
FIG. 4. Identification curves for three sets of experimental stimuli using intact context words. In a
stimuli ranging from " tapes " to " capes " were pre-

ceded by the word " Christmas

(left curve) or

foolish" (right curve); in b , stimuli ranging from

deer " to " gear " were preceded by the word " copious " (left curve) or " English" (right curve); in c,
stimuli ranging from " dates " to " gates " were pre-

ceded by the word " ridiculous

(left curve) or

Spanish" (right curve).

/k/ or /d/-/g/ continuum , as intended. The
main effect of the target stimulus was
highly significant in all three cases, with
001

(F(6

gates,

deer/gear

54)
001

" and

= 82. 881) for " dates/
(F(6, 54) = 87. 172) for
001

(F(6,

54)
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95. 629) for " tapes/capes. " Of central importance here is the fact that the preceding

word affected perception of the following
target sounds as follows: When a sound
which is ambiguous between /t/ and /k/ (or
/d/ and /gl) is immediately preceded by Is/

it is more likely to be perceived as a /t/ (or

/d/). When the ambiguous sound is pre-

ceded by a context word which originally
ended in Is/.

The results are striking. Even though
both context words end in a sound which is
physically identical , listeners perceive the
following sounds as if they were compensating for coarticulatory influences of the
contextually appropriate

interpretation

ceded by Is/, it is more likely to be heard as
a /k/ (or /gl). The responses were subjected
to an ANOVA , and the two conditions

the preceding sound. An analysis of vari-

target following /s/ vs following Is/, were

originally ended with /s/ vs /S/) were significantly different , with
001
(F(1, 9)
42. 882) for " dates/gates
04
(F(1,

significantly different , with
69.456) for " dates/gates

001

(F(1,
001

(F(1, 9) = 26. 938), for " deer/gear " andp-::::
005
(F(1, 9) = 13. 654), for " tapes/capes.
Note that the result of this shift in boundaries is to undo the coarticulatory effect
that /s/ and /s/ ordinarily have on the fol-

lowing stop consonant. Since /s/ makes a
following /k/ sound more It/- like , the perceptual mechanisms compensate for this,
and move the boundary between /k/ and /t/.
In our experiments ,

the stimuli on the /t/~
/k/ continuum were originally produced in

isolation; the shift in the boundary reflects
what would have been an appropriate compensation for coarticulation , had the /t/-/k/

stimuli actually been produced following

the /s/ Of /s/ context.

Having validated our methods by veri-

ance revealed that the two conditions

(target following a context word which

= 6. 191)

for " deer/gear, "

(F(1, 9)

8.442) for " tapes/capes. "

and

Once

again the main effect of the target stimulus
was overwhelmingly reliable in all cases,
with
001
(F(6 54)
97.407) for
dates/gates,
001
(F(6, 54) = 72. 866)
for " deer/gear " and
001
(F(6 54)
129. 932) for " tapes/capes.

Additional analyses of variance were
carried out for each continuum to determine whether the effect of context was sig-

condition
than in the replaced condition (as expected
from the simulation results) and to determine whether there were any effects ' of
order of the conditions on subjects ' performance. Table 1 indicates that the effect was
nificantly greater in the intact

fying that listeners do indeed compensate

larger in the intact than the replaced condi-

for coarticulation , we are now in a position
to ask whether or not this phonological

tion for all three analyses. However , the
Intact- Replaced x Context word interac-

compensation process can be triggered by

information from the lexical level. This
question can be addressed by considering

the results obtained from the replaced con-

ditions of the experiment. These results,
shown graphically in Fig. 5 , indicate that
perceptual compensation does occur. As in
Fig. 4 ,

there are two identification func-

tions for each of the three /t/-/k/ or /d/continua. One curve shows the percentage

tion was only significant for " dates/gates,
038
(F(1, 9) = 5. 878), withp
149
(F(1, 9)
2.486) for " dear/gear " and
312
(F(1, 9)
1.145) for " tapes/capes.
There were no significant effects for order
of presentation of the two conditions or sig-

nificant interactions involving this factor.
Discussion

identifications when the target is
preceded by a context word which originally ended in /s/, and the second curve

Experiment 1 reveals that a compensatory adjustment in the phoneme boundary
for a target phoneme did occur , based on
the lexically determined identity of the pre-

shows the responses when the target is pre-

ceding phcmeme. These results suggest that

of

(or

. COGNITIVE PENETRATION OF PERCEPTUAL MECHANISMS
OJ 1.00
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there are indeed top- down effects on pho-

nemic processing. However, there are

g. 0.

other possible explanations for these re-

~ 0.

C 0.
~ 0.

sults which would be compatible with a
bottom-up-only flow of information. One
possibility is that the perceptual effect
arose from acoustic information embedded
in earlier portions of the context stimuli.

OJ 0.

This might have occurred because the

~ 0.
. 0.

LoLl?

after XMA?

01 0.

a. 0.

ambiguous (s/s)
stimuli differed slightly in the two context
words (e.
Spanish" vs " ridiculous
Perhaps the compensation was for long- distance coarticulation between these vowels
and the initial stops in the target words. Alvowel just preceding the

Stimuli

OJ 1.

~ 0.
&. 0.

~ 0.

ternatively, the vowels themselves might
not have triggered coarticulatory compen-

after COPIOU?

" 0.

~0.

sation in the /d/-/g/ discrimination, but they
may have contained coarticulatory cues to

~ 0.

the identity to the following fricative which

c::

could have influenced the way in which
that sound was perceived. These two alter-

. 0.

OJ 0.

Qj 0.
a. 0.

native accounts share the prediction that
the context leading up to the vowel should
not be necessary to trigger the compensatory changes in the target discrimination.
We tested this possibility in Experiment 2.

Stimuli

OJ 1.00

EXPERIMENT 2

after RIDICULOU?

This experiment examined the effects of
the vowels used in the contexts associated

01
OJ

c::

TABLE I
EFFECT OF CONTEXT ON PROBABILITY OF
Ik/

Context condition

Stimuli

Ends

FIG. 5. Identification curves for three sets of experimental stimuli preceded by context stimuli in which

the final sound

Isl

intermediate between

or

Isl,
Isl

was replaced by a sound
and

Is/;

this intermediate

sound is represented as a
. In a , stimuli ranging
from " tapes " to " capes " were preceded by the word
Christma?" (left curve) or " fooli?" (right curve); in
, stimuli ranging from " deer " to " gear " were preceded by the word " copiou?" (left curve) or " Engli?"
(right curve); in c , stimuli ranging from " dates " to
gates " were preceded by the word " ridiculou?" (left
curve) or " Spani?"

(right curve).

Igl

RESPONSES

in

Isl

Ends
in

Isl

dates- gates
Intact
Replaced
dear- gear
Intact
Replaced

0.41
0.45

0.50
0.53

tapes-capes
Intact
Replaced

0.49

Difference
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with the " (d/g)ates "

targets. In one condi- that (a) the context stimuli were different as
tion , the context consisted simply of the described above; (b) the instructions were
vowels from the last syllables of the words modified to reflect this difference; and (c)
Spanish" and " ridiculous . In another
each subject was run in a single session
the vowels were presented together with only since each contributed data only to
the neutralized (s/s) fricative from the reone condition.
placed condition of Experiment 1. In both
conditions, the vowel is the only possible Results
source of information that differs between
N eigher condition of Experiment 2 prothe two contexts. If the vowel is indeed duced
a reliable effect of context (see Fig.
triggering the compensation in the /d/6). In the vowel-alone condition , the exdiscrimination, then the effect should show
cised vowels ((I) from " Spanish" and ((ill)
up in one or both of these conditions.
from " ridiculous ) had no detectable effect
on perception of the initial consonant in the
Method
target
697 F(1, 8) = 0. 163). In the
Stimuli.
The target stimuli for both con- vowelfricative condition , there was no reditions of the experiment were the seven
liable difference when these vowels were
items varying from " dates " to " gates " that
combined with the neutralized fricative
were used in Experiment 1. For the vowelused with " Spanish" and " ridiculous " in
only condition , the context stimuli were the
the replaced condition of Experiment
excised vowels from the " Spanish" and
193,
F(1, 8) = 2. 022). However , as Fig.
ridiculous " context stimuli used in Ex6 indicates , there may be a nonsignificant

periment 1. The vowels were digitally excised from the stimuli used in Experiment
and consisted of that portion of the waveform in which none of the surrounding con-

trend in the direction we would expect if
pair were triggering
coarticulatory compensation.
the vowel- fricative

sonantal information could be perceived.

Each vowel was preceded by a silent inter-

trial interval of 4 s, and followed by a silent
interval of 0.

250 s, after which the target

stimulus occurred. For the vowel- fricative
condition , the same vowels were used, but

each was followed by the neutralized (s/s)

segment used in the replaced conditions
with " Spanish" and " ridiculous " in Ex-

Discussion
Although we found no reliable effect due
to the excised vowel in Experiment 2 , there
was a trend in the vowel- fricative condition
toward an effect of the excised vowel. Such
an effect , if reliable , would have indicated
that the vowel portion of the speech stream
actually did contain information that in-

periment 1. The CV context was followed fluenced the perception of the subsequent
immediately by the target stimulus.
/d/-/g/ segment. Since such information
Subjects.
Eighteen subjects from the would be part of the acoustic input from
same sources as Experiment 1 were used in the context stimuli used to induce the /d/Experiment 2. None had participated in /g/ boundary adjustment in Experiment 1, it
Experiment 1.
would represent a confounding of an

Nine subjects were assigned acoustic cue with what was intended as a
to the vowel-only condition and nine were purely lexical influence. Although the efassigned to the vowel- fricative condition. fect of the vowel was not reliable in either
Each group received practice with different condition , we felt that there was enough of
stimuli of the same type as those used in a suggestion of such an effect that it would
the main experimental trials. The proce- be important to try to find a way to isolate
dure was identical to Experiment 1, except the lexical effect.
Procedure.
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of the experiment were the seven " dates/
gates " items used in Experiments 1 and 2.

Q) 1.

~ 0.
0 0.

In the VC-replaced condition , these targets

en 0.

were preceded by " ridicul(X)" or
Span(X)" . The neutralized (X) stimulus
was selected from a set of candidate VC

... 0.
01 0.

II.

after

Q) 0.

~ 0.

segments as the one judged to be closest to
halfway between (IS) and ((ills). Thus , the
final fricative and the vowel preceding it

'E 0.

0 0.
Q) 0.

were both ambiguous and identical in both
words. The pronunciation of the vowel in

Stimuli

both these words in normal speech is actually virtually identical anyway, and so this

c::

manipulation resulted in a natural stimulus.

This composite VC segment , designated
was then appended to the " Span-

(X),
after

and " ridicul- "

II.

stimuli ,

yielding the two

contexts.
In the

c::

syllable7replaced condition ,

words " foolish" and " ridiculous "
Stimuli
FIG. 6. Identification curves for " dates/gates

target stimuli when preceded in a by the final vowels
and " ridiculous " ((I) and ((Q;i), respec-

in " Spanish"

the

were

chosen to provide the two contexts. Digital
recordings of these words were edited to

delete the final syllables (" \ish" and "
lous " respectively). A composite syllable
was created under computer control which

tively); and in b when preceded by these same vowels

was intermediate between these two final

plus a neutral fricative (represented by an

syllables and was , thus, afso ambiguous as
far ' the final fricative. This composite syllable , designated (l"X), was then appended

X).

EXPERIMENT 3

In this experiment , we devised two new
sets of context materials , used in two new
context conditions. In one of these condi-

tions, called the VC-replaced condition , the
final VC portions of the context words
Spanish" and " ridiculous " were replaced

with an ambiguous version , pretested to
sound halfway between (IS) and ((ills), here
designated

CX).

In the other of these con-

to the " foo- "

and "

ridicu- "

stimuli,

yielding the two contexts. These composite
stimuli were not as natural sounding as the
SpanCX)" and " ridicul(X)" stimuli, but
they were still quite recognizable as the
words from which they were derived.
Subjects.
Twenty subjects from the same
sources as before who had not participated
in Experiment 1 or 2 were used in this experiment.

ditions, called the syllable-replaced condiTen subjects were used in the
tion , the final syllable of the context words VC-replaced condition and 10 more in the
foolish" and' ' ridiculous " was replaced syllable-replaced condition. For each
with an ambiguous version , pretested to group, each of the two context stimuli apsound halfway between (lIs) and (l(ills); this peared 10 times in fandom order before
syllable is here designated as (l"X);
each of the seven target " (d/g)ates " stimuli
used in previous experiments. Instructions
Method
were identical to those used in Experiment
The targets for both conditions
, and the procedure was the same except
Procedure.

Stimuli.
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that each subject was run in a single

ses-

sion.

lexical effect in that subjects tended to hear
(g) after

Results

Span(X)"

For both conditions of the experiment
results were in accordance with the hypothesis that lexical factors can determine
the perception of an ambiguous speech
sound in a way that allows it to influence
the perception of other ambiguous sounds.
That is, the lexically determined identity of
the vowel- fricative combination at the end
of each context word appeared to produce
a coarticulatory compensation. The results
are shown graphically in Fig. 7. In the VCc::

replaced condition , there was a significant

" ridicul(X)," and (d) after
018 F(1,
= 8. 352).
9)

Likewise, in the syllable-replaced

condi-

tion, there was also a significant main ef030,
F(1, 9) = 6. 652)

fect for context

with subjects hearing the ambiguous (d/g)
sound as (g) more often following the " rifooWXJ"
both cases, there were no significant interdicuWX)" context than after

actions.
Discussion

The results of Experiment 3 appear to
establish that lexical factors can indeed be
responsible for perceptual compensation
and support the conclusion that the perceptual effects are triggered by information
from the lexical level. It is worth noting

0:90

g. 0.

OI 0.

that the syllable-replaced condition

makes

it very hard to argue that the source of the

01

compensation effect is sublexical. One

c::

might have proposed that simple phoneme-

to- phoneme sequential constraints could be
incorporated within the phonological level.
Stimuli

Possibly, these sequential constraints are

such that they would lead subjects to predict that the final phoneme in " Spanish"
was an /s/ but the final phoneme in " ridiculous " was an /s/ , quite apart from specific
lexical factors; it may be that (nI- ) is more

1.00
c::

0.70

often completed with (s), while (I?- ) is
more often completed with (s). However
in the syllable-replaced condition , the con-

c::

text in the replaced items is actually the
same for three phonemes before the final
fricative; the vowel in " foo- " and the

Stimuli

FIG. 7. Identification curves for ambiguous
dates

gates "

stimuli. In a, stimuli

were preceded

last vowel in " ridicu- "

are the same

vowel , though they may have slightly dif-

by the word " ridicuWX)" (left curve) or " Span(AX)"
(right curve), in which the final (AX) corresponded to
the high central vowel (*), followed by a sound intermediate between /sl and Is/. In b, stimuli were pre-

ferent acoustic realizations due to coarticu-

ceded by the word " ridicu(rX)" (left curve) or

stimuli. Thus , any differential prediction of
the identity of the final fricative would have

lation , and the next two sounds in the two
contexts are both acoustically and phoneti-

cally identical in the syllable-replaced

foorrX)" (right curve), in which the final (l'X) corresponds to a neutralized syllable beginning with n), followed by the high central vowel (*), followed by a

to be based on "

sound intermediate between Isl and Is/.

thus would seem to be attributable

" vs "

ridic- "

and
to
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knowledge that is specific to the particular
lexical items involved.
The results thus far are compatible with
our claim that the shifts we are seeing in

the judgment of ambiguous /d/-/g/

stimuli

are due to coarticulatory compensation for

the lexically determined perception of the
final fricative in the context word. But one
further alternative interpretation remains to
be ruled out. Possibly, there is a subtle semantic bias in our materials that is influencing the results. Perhaps , for example
Spanish gates " seems more plausible to
subjects that" Spanish dates , or perhaps
ridiculous dates " seems more plausible
than " ridiculous gates ; and perhaps these
plausibility factors are determining subjects ' /d/-/g/ choices, rather than any coarticulatory adjustment to the word final fricative. Although the stimulus set was designed so that there would be no tendency
for the context to actually allow subjects to
predict
the target words , it is nonetheless
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simply reflects differences in semantic and
pragmatic factors , and could be treated as a

postperceptual phenomenon.
These explanations compete only in the
case where the stimuli are presented auditorily. If the stimuli are presented visually,
only what we will call the semantic factor is
present; it is not likely that visual perception would be subject to compensatory perceptual mechanisms which owe their existence to facts about human articulation. To

see if our effects were due to semantic
factors, then, we presented visual analogs
of the " dates/gates " target stimuli , preceded by visual versions of the two context
words, " Spanish" and " ridiculous, " used
in several of the conditions described

above. Two separate groups of 10 subjects
were run with the same stimuli. One group
was given instructions similar to those used
in the auditory experiments , in which attention to the first word was down- played

and the items were described as pairs of
unrelated words. To give any possible efdif- fect of semantic and pragmatic factors the

possible that there are subtle but significant

differences in the plausibility of the

ferent word pairs that influence

subjects

greatest chance of producing a reliable ef-

decisions about the identity of the first fect , the second group was given instrucsound in the target word. Experiment 4 was tions which urged subjects to attend to
designed to examine this possibility.

both words and process the . target stimuli
as words rather than to focus just on the
first letter of the target word.

EXPERIMENT 4

The two competing explanations for the
tendency of subjects to hear sequences
such as " Spani(s/s) (d/g)ates " and " ridiculou(s/s) (d/g)ates "

as " Spanish

and " ridiculous dates "

gates

are as follows:

One

is that the lexical level affects perception of
the ambiguous (s/s) sound so that listeners

perceive it in the lexically appropriate way;

and then this lexically biased

Method
Stimuli and display conditions.

Experi-

ment 4 consisted of an analog to Experiment 1, except that stimulus presentation
was visual rather than auditory. The stimuli

were analogous to the " dates/gates " target
stimuli and " ridiculous " /" Spanish" con-

percept

texts used in several of the auditory condi-

triggers a compensatory perceptual effect
in the following sound. The other explanation is that our particular choice of context
and target stimuli favored interpretations in
which , for semantic or pragmatic reasons
the word containing
or
was
(or
or
k)

tions already described. Word pairs were
displayed on an IBM PC monitor with a
special low- persistence phosphor. The first
word of each pair was either " SPANISH"
or " RIDICULOUS" (in uppercase), and
was presented centered on the display
screen, following a 500-ms presentation of
READ Y centered at the same 10-

more appealing or plausible. If this were
the case , then the apparent perceptual bias

the word
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cation. The first word was displayed for dures used in Experiments 1 and 3. Each
175 ms. This word was followed by a 75-ms

subject viewed 30 practice trials followed

interval during which an all-white mask
was displayed by turning on all pixels in a
centered row of 10 character blocks 7 x 14

by 20 trials with each of the seven targets
on the " dates- gates " continuum. Ten presentations of each target were preceded by
RIDICULOUS and ten were preceded by
SPANISH. One group of 10 subjects was
told to focus on identifying the ambiguous
letter at the beginning of the second word,
and the response buttons were labeled

pixels each. This premask display was followed by a 25-ms presentation of the

second target word, in lowercase , also cen-

tered in the display area. The target was
followed by a 225-ms presentation of the

all-white mask. 3 The second word was one
of a set of seven stimuli which ranged visually from " dates " to " gates " (in lowercase). Each consisted of the letters
ates,
preceded by a specially constructed pattern

and
up to three additional pixels which tended
to make the character appear more
like
of pixels, consisting of a lowercase

and
to encourage focusing of attention. These subjects were given the folsimply

lowing instructions concerning the fact that
the words occurred in pairs:
None of the word pairs really make sense , and
you should not try to think of them as sensible

phrases. They are simply pairs of unrelated
words.

The particular pixel patterns used were selected on the basis of These instructions were taken word for
pilot work to provide a set of closely word from the instructions used with the
or more

like.

packed items giving rise to about the same
density of steps along a visual
con-

auditory stimuli in Experiments 1 and 3.
In order to try to give any subtle se-

mantic effect a greater opportunity to
occur , we altered these instructions for the
periments did on an auditory continuum.
Generally, successive stimuli along the second group of 10 subjects , stressing the
continuum differed by a single pixel. Due importance of attending to both words and
to the pre- and post-masks , the impression treating them as wholes. The choice alterof the second stimulus was rather faint , but natives were labeled " dates " and " gates
the second stimulus was still visible as evi- in an attempt to encourage subjects to treat
the stimuli as whole words. These subjects
tinuum as the stimuli used in previous ex-

denced by the systematic shift from

to

responses across the seven stimuli , shown
in the results section below.
Subjects.

Twenty Carnegie- Mellon un-

dergraduates served in the experiment to

fulfill a course requirement. All were native

speakers of English with normal or corrected- to-normal vision.
Procedure.
The procedure was set up to
be as analogous as possible to the proce-

were told that we wanted to determine
whether the first word would influence
their judgment , and that they must attend
to both words for this to occur:
In this experiment , we are specifically interested
in whether the first word of each pair influences
your judgment of the identity of the second word
of each pair. Thus, we want you to pay attention
to both words of the pair. Your respOnse

should

be based on your impression of which word, was

shown as the second word; accuracy is not as
3 The all-white mask was intended to serve as a light
mask, reducing contrast of the target. Though a con-

toured field would have produced stronger masking,
we did not want to introduce possible bias effects of
features from the mask on identification of the letters
in the target word. The use of the all-white premask
was intended also to buffer the target from any possible interactions of this kind with the context words.

important as your impression , and your impressions are more likely to be affected by the first
word if you attend to both words as wholes, so
we would like you to make an effort to identify
both the first and second words on each trial.

The wording in these instructions downplaying accuracy was inserted after two
preliminary subjects reported that they felt
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as a function of the preceding word

porting the identity of the first letter of the
second word. Actually, accuracy is not

11,
F(1, 9) = 2. 977) and a marginally significant interaction between the stimulus
and context variables
F(6 54)
038,

always greater when subjects adopt a fo-

2.418). Even with explicit instructions to

cused strategy (Jonston & McClelland

attend to both words , there was no main

1974).

effect of context on the perception of the

order to be as accurate as possible in re-

ambiguous letter in the second word. There

Results

950,

was no main effect of context

There was no main effect of context on
/d/- judgments in either condition of the
experiment. The results are shown in Fig.

8. An analysis of variance of the results for
the condition in which subjects were told to
focus on the first letter in the second word
indicates no significant main effect on perception of the ambiguous " (d/g)ates " word

F(1, 9)

= 0. 003), and no interaction be786
0.526). There appears to be a

tween stimulus and context

F(6

54)

slight preference for

after

perceiving

SPANISH , which is opposite of the predic-

tion for the auditory case; but this trend is
reversed for the most

like

stimulus.

Discussion

We did not find an effect of the visual
context words " ridiculous " and " Spanish"
on decisions about a visually ambiguous
Id/-/gl stimulus. What little tendency there
is toward an effect of these words appears
to be in the direction opposite that of the

effect we obtained in the auditory versions

of the experiment; if anything there is a
tendency to

Il.

Stimuli

stimuli as more

following SPANISH,

like

as we found in the
auditory case. Thus, Experiment 4 gives us
no reason to suppose that the results we
found in earlier experiments are the result
of semantic. or pragmatic biases in our materials. On the other hand, it must be conrather than more

after SPANISH

perceive ambiguous

like

ceded that Experiment 4 is not completely

after RIDICULOUS
Il.

definitive. For one thing Experiment 4 rests
on a null effect , and it is possible that
more sensitive method could be devised
that would pick up a subtle bias effect. An-

FIG. 8. Identification curves for ambiguous visual

other caveat is that we have tested for semantic/pragmatic effects using visual an-

dates/gates " stimuli , preceded by the context words
RIDICULOUS and SPANISH , as indicated. In a , re-

periments. We see no reason to suppose

Stimuli

sults are shown for subjects who were given instruc-

tions stressing attention to the first (target) letter of
the second word. In b, results are for subjects who
were given instructions stressing attention to both
words as whole words.

alogs of the stimuli used in the previous exthat such an effect would be more potent

with ambiguous auditory stimuli than with
ambiguous visual stimuli , but the possibility remains that it is.
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Though it was only reliable in one case,
there was a tendency toward an interaction
of the context factor with the main effect of
target stimulus. The most likely interpreta-

is that RIDICULOUS, perhaps due to its greater length
-reduced attention to the second word more
tion of the interaction

than SPANISH did , thereby producing a
flatter curve. This would make
more
likely than

at the most

continuum, and
like

like

of this lexical influence appear to be made
available to the parts of the perceptual

mechanism that are responsible for com-

pensating for co articulatory influences on
speech perception. This is indicated by the
fact that the restored phonemes are able to

trigger another perceptual phenomenon
which is the adjustment of phoneme boundaries to compensate for coarticulatory ef-

end of the

fects. It will be noted that this second phe-

at the

nomenon is clearly an influence of the

more likely than

end of the continuum.

identity of one phoneme
on anIt cannot reasonably be at/sl

other

It I or

since the
word from the

Let us now ask once again what the basis
is for the compensatory adjustment in the
replaced conditions of Experiment 1. The
sound preceding the ambiguous
/t/~lkI and
Id/-/gl stimuli was the same , equidistant beIsl

and

Is/.

Isl,

tributed to influences at the lexical level,

GENERAL DISCUSSION

tween

or

Iki.

Isl

or

Is/
It I or

sound is in a separate
Iki.

Since the phenom-

enon can be triggered by a lexically restored phoneme, this strongly suggests that
the lexical restoration influences the mechanisms that compensate for coarticulation.
In motivating our experiments , we ar-

If compensation were gued that if there were true top- down effects as assumed in the TRACE model

based only on an analysis of the acoustic

whatever coar-

then we should expect to see compensation

ticulatory effect this ambiguous context has
should be the same in all cases. Experiment 3 rules out the possibility of covert

for coarticulation with lexically restored.
phonemes. But let us look at the question
the other way around: Can the compensation for lexically restored phonemes that

properties of the context,

acoustic cues in the vowel which

might

have triggered the adjustment. Apparently,

then , what listeners are compensating for

we have observed in our simulations be ac-

counted for without postulating the exiscannot solely be defined in terms of the tence of a true top- down effect? We think
acoustic stimulus.

In Experiment 4 we considered the possibility that the basis for the differing responses in the two contexts was not perceptual , but reflected higher- level knowledge about the relative likelihood of one

not.

Our argument hinges on what it means
for some influence to be a true top- down
effect. To us , it means that the influence

goes back down and affects the same processing levels that information flows

word pair versus another. The results of through bottom-up. Given this , our demthis experiment provided no support for onstration that lexical factors can trigger
this possibility.

The most reasonable interpretation for
our basic results is that listeners are com-

pensating for phonemes whose identity is

coarticulatory compensation is convincing
evidence of a top- down effect , if it is ac-

cepted that the coarticulatory compensation actually occurs in the mechanisms that

determined by lexical constraints. Al- provide the phonemic information that
though the final sound in each of the con-

text words is ambiguous, the context words
are such that only one of the possibilities is
consistent with the word. Thus English"
is a word, but " Englis " is not. The results

serves as the basis for word recognition.
Is it true that the output of the mechanism that compensates for coarticulation
does indeed serve as the input to word recognition? We think the answer to this ques-
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tion is yes. If it were no , then compensa- nipulations influenced reaction times for
tion would influence phoneme identifica- unambiguous stimuli, not for ambiguous
tion , but would not influence word ones. Their interpretation was that the lexidentification. This would lead to the para- ical manipulation influenced perceptual
doxical result that the identity of the first
phoneme in the input " (t/k)apes " would

processes, while the payoff manipulation

reflect coarticulatory influences of pre-

sumed in the TRACE model.

influenced the decision processes, as as-

vious phonemes but the identity of this
Neither our results , nor those of Connine
same input as a word would not reflect and Clifton, rule out the possibility that
these influences. More generally, it would levels of processing below the phoneme
state of affairs in level are informationally encapsulated; just
which lexical access did not benefit from how far down higher- level factors can pen-

lead to a nonsensical

the exquisite sensitivity of phoneme identi- etrate remains to be demonstrated through
fication processes to local context.
further experimentation. The TRACE
The situation, then , would appear to be model assumes that there are bidirectional
this: The mechanisms that provide input to connections throughout the multilevel proword identification appear themselves to cessing system that underlies language perreceive input from word identification. In- ception and comprehension , and the model
fluences run top- down , as well as bottom- makes use of feedback from the phoneme
to the model's feature level to account for

Up.

As we have already indicated, our the phenomenon of categorical perception
findings constitute just the sort of evidence but we have not yet established concluthat counts against the hypothesis that the sively that that feedback extends to the
mechanisms that perceive the individual feature level itself.
speech sounds are " encapsulated" (to use
It should be said , as well , that we have
the term introduced by Fodor ,

1983, pp.

only established that

lexical

information

65ff) or isolated from the influence of can produce feedback into a lower level- of
higher levels.
processing. It remains to be seen whether
Recently, Connine and Clifton (1987) constraints arising from even higher levels
have also described a very different line of can have effects that percolate far enough
experimental results that support the view down to trigger co articulatory compensathat lexical information feeds back activation to the phoneme level. They contrasted

tion. We hope that the technique of examining whether perceptual decisions whose

outcome is influenced by higher level coneffects of a manipulation of payoffs. They siderations can trigger compensatory adfound that both lexical factors and payoff justments will prove useful in testing for inthe effects of a lexical manipulation with

manipulations produced beta- like effects
on phoneme identification functions, but
that lexical effects and payoff manipulations influenced reaction times in different
ways; as predicted from an interactive ac-

count , lexical effects influenced reaction
times to ambiguous stimuli , but not to un-

ambiguous stimuli; in contrast , payoff ma4 It is logically possible that there are two separate

mechanisms that are capable of compensating for
coarticulation , one that is part of the main speech- processing stream and one that is used for generating

overt phoneme identity responses that do not feed
back into lexical access. Our results would be consistent with the possibility that only the latter of these
mechanisms is able to make use of information about
the identity of context phonemes that has been arrived
at through influences from the lexical level. We have
discounted this argument because it is completely unmotivated and unparsimonious, and it would still lead
to the implausible conclusion that the lexically triggered compensation for coarticulation that occurred in

our experiment influenced the identification of the
first sound of the target word , but not the identification of the target word itself.
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teractions among other levels. For example , one could ask whether semantic
contextual influences on phoneme identity

can trigger coarticulatory compensation
by using larger contexts in which the final

depend upon the interplay of the assumptions that underlie the model and can lead
us to ask new empirical questions. It will
be the answers to these questions, together
with ongoing attempts to build models that

context word is acoustically ambiguous make sense of these answers, that ulti(e.
mesh" mess ). Or one could ask
whether such compensation could be trIggered by an acoustically ambiguous word

mately lead to deeper understanding of the
mechanisms of speech processing in particular and of cognitive processes in general.

whose identity was constrained by the syn-

tactic structure in which it occurs.
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